ON THE LAPLACE TRANSFORM OF A TEMPERATE
DISTRIBUTION SUPPORTED BY A CONE bent e. petersen Abstract. The temperate distributions supported by a closed convex salient cone are characterized by explicit polynomial growth of the Laplace transform at infinity and at the boundary of the cylinder over the dual cone. This result is then used to characterize by their Laplace transforms the smooth kernels of degree 1-n where A is positive.
Let T be a closed convex cone in Rn with vertex at the origin. The dual cone T+ is defined by r+= {f e it» | <£, x) > 0, x e T}. Suppose now that F is closed convex and salient. Let J be a temperate distribution with support contained in T and let F be the Laplace transform of T. Then Streater and Wightman [4] attribute to unpublished remarks of L. Gârding the following results.
(i) For each f0 £ r¡J" there exists a polynomial P such that |F(f0 + i + irj)\ ^ \P(S + irj)\, f £ F+, t¡ e R".
(ii) For each compact subset K of T+ there is a polynomial PK and an integer rK such that |F(ff + ir¡)\ ^ \PK(V)\ t~Tx, ïeK,?ie R", 0 < t < 1.
Conversely, each holomorphic function in To+iRn which satisfies (i) and (ii) is the Laplace transform of a temperate distribution with support in T. Proofs may be found in [4] for the case of a special cone T in Rin with the property that r+=r. In our first theorem we prove these results in Then these norms determine the topology of Sf{Rn). Our sign and other conventions regarding the Laplace transform follow those of Schwartz [2] . In the following theorem m need not be an integer. Theorem 1. Let T be a closed convex salient cone in R". If T is a temperate distribution continuous relative to the norm || ■!!",,# whose support is contained in Y, then the Laplace transform FofT is a holomorphic function in the cylinder V^-\-iRn and there exists a constant C>0 such that
for each f e F+ and r¡ e Rn.
Conversely if F is a holomorphic function in Tq+íR" which satisfies (1) then F is the Laplace transform of a temperate distribution with support in Y.
We observe if we apply (1) to tlF(t£+itr¡) where t=ô(Ç)-1 we obtain ihe following result.
Corollary.
If T is homogeneous of degree X-n then
for each f g TJ and r¡ e Rn.
Our second theorem characterizes Coe kernels by their Laplace transforms. This theorem was motivated by the possibility that it may prove to be relevant to an interesting conjecture of K. T. Smith [3] . By a C* kernel of degree X-n where X is a real number we mean a C°° function K on Rn -(0) homogeneous of degree X -n. In general the Hadamard finite part Pf K defines a temperate distribution and Pf K is homogeneous of degree X-«if X^O, -1, -2, • • • . In case X >0 then AMs locally integrable and defines a temperate distribution continuous relative to the norm ll-IU+i.o. Theorem 2. Let F be a closed convex salient cone in Rn. Let Kbe a C°°k ernel of degree X -n where X>0. Suppose the support of K is contained in T and let F be the Laplace transform of K. Then for each integer m^O there exists a constant Cm>0 such that if\ß\=m then (2) \D"F(Í + ir¡)\ ^Cmó(f)-"lf + iy\-for each f e Y\ and rj e Rn. Conversely if F is a holomorphic function in T%+iRn homogeneous of degree -A<0 such that (2) holds then F is the Laplace transform of a Coe kernel of degree X-n with support contained in T.
We begin by giving the proof of Theorem 2. If A-|a| + |/S|>0 then D"xßK is a Coe kernel of degree A-|a| + |/3|-n>-«.
Hence by the Corollary its Laplace transform is bounded by C(5(fr"*+l"Hil. If we denote temporarily by D differentiation in the distribution sense then D"xßK-ß"xßK is supported by the origin and is homogeneous of degree strictly larger than -n and therefore is zero. Thus the differentiation in D*xßK is in the distribution sense and hence the Laplace transform of D"xßK is {C+irff{-D)ßF. It follows that if A-|a| + |/3|>0 then Statements (4), (5) and (7) yield (1).
The converse follows immediately from the remarks preceding Theorem 1. Indeed our hypotheses have the appearance of being stronger than (i) and (ii) since ó(f0+f)^<5(f0). In outline the proof goes as follows. That 
